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Preface
Late on a July 12th Saturday night – technically 1:00 AM Sunday – and adventurous
band of scouts began assembling in a Columbia, Missouri parking lot. These twenty
young men (some young in body, all young in spirit) were about to embark on an
11-day excursion where all they would have is the pack on their back. Seven others
had traveled separately via personal ground transportation. We would all converge
in Crescent City, California, forming a 27-man SuperCrew who would explore the
amazing Redwood Forests of northern California.

Travel to the Redwood Forest was not in the customary large yellow conveyance,
but rather by a series of shuttles, airplanes and automobiles. The shuttle from
Columbia to the Kansas City airport (operated by “Agenda: USA”) worked out
amazing. They were on time (early actually) and on our return flight they tracked
and adjusted their schedule to make sure they were again, on time and waiting for
us. Air travel was slightly more challenging, with delays, overbookings, and even a
lost backpack, but those are the hazards man faces when he dreams to fly. We were
fortunate that the only lost backpack belonged to an adult, Phil Wright, who
survived the first two days sleeping in the back of a vehicle. I won’t say how the
backpack was recovered, but thanks go out to Phil’s tenacious wife Maureen.
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Once on the ground in Crescent City, we still had a 40 mile journey south to our
base camp. That journey, with all the guys and all the gear would take several
vehicles and several trips. Even with the use of one rental and two personal
vehicles that 40 miles was the most challenging leg of our journey. That said, the
base camp, the backcountry, and the day excursions were well worth all the effort to
get there.
Early in the planning process we learned that Redwood National and State Parks do
not issue backcountry campsite permits until the day of entry into the backcountry.
That’s right – you aren’t granted reservations or permits for sites until you arrive
and are ready to enter the backcountry. Given our numbers (27 guys) and distance
traveled (2000 miles), not to mention total money invested, we couldn’t afford to
roll the dice on campsite availability. So… After talking with many rangers at many
locations, we came across a creative ranger, Mike Poole who had an idea.
Empathizing with our situation, Ranger Mike brainstormed that perhaps if we were
to package this trip not so much as a backpack trip but more as a cooperative
service project, maybe we could work something out. We got Ranger Lynn
Erickson-Levi involved and together we developed a plan where the troop would
provide service to the park and the park would provide us areas for us to camp. It
was a partnership that worked out amazing for both parties.
The park service set up a base camp area for us on a property know as Davison
Ranch, a former dairy farm and seldom-used property. They cut the tall grass,
brought in porta-potties, flushed the well water system, and delivered a fire rake and
ax for our use. The property was also equipped with two bear boxes to secure our
food and other smellables. The Davison Ranch is located on Davison Road, a road
that begins at highway 101 and traverses the hills west from our camp to Gold
Bluffs Beach, Fern Canyon, and the James Irvine Trail. Davison Ranch also sits
near the Redwood Creek trailhead, and just across the road from the Trillium Falls
and Berry Glen Trails. The base camp would be in the perfect location, close to our
hiking trailheads which would allow our four crews to work independently while
minimizing the need for vehicles. The base camp alone was a tremendous
contribution from the park rangers, but of course they also reserved backcountry
sites for all four crews for our Redwood Creek backcountry excursions – this during
the peak of the summer season. In exchange, we performed trail clearing by each
crew during our time in the backcountry, and we performed a group conservation
project on our final full day in California. It was an arrangement that in the
beginning may have stressed the rangers’ limited summer resources. However, by
the end of the trip we were all very glad we had made this happen. The scouts were
both proud and excited about the amount of volunteer service they were able to
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provide, and the rangers were thrilled with how well things had worked out for the
park and for our guys.
At camp and in the backcountry, this trip would be substantially different from any
camping that the guys had ever done before. The Davison Ranch area as well as the
surrounding forests, is home to bears, mountain lions, and many elk. In fact, the
Davison Ranch site is surrounded by berry bushes and has a large apple tree. The
very first night, one of the adult leaders saw a bear in camp near the apple tree.
This area is clearly a popular feeding location for the animals. Camping in close
proximity with potentially dangerous animals means the guys had to be particularly
careful about safeguarding their food and fragrant stuff. We talked about how we
would safeguard our food and our campsites and the guys did tremendous (no
scouts were harmed during the course of this adventure).
Given the number of guys on this SuperTrip and the Redwood National Park
backcountry regulations, we had to divide into four separate crews and our
backcountry excursions had to be coordinated so that crews could function
independently. We also had to function independently (for the most part) during
the base camp portion of our stay. This was done so that our numbers would be
small enough for our vehicular needs. The SuperTrip trekking plan coordinated the
crews such that two crews would be in the backcountry (using different camp
locations) while the other two did day excursions to three of the most pristine
Redwood grove locations on earth. We all spent the first day together to orient
ourselves, and coordinate our crews for the week’s activities. We also spent the last
day together to perform a group conservation project. The rest of the week the
crews functioned as relatively independent groups.
Our time in the Redwood Forest was would prove to be an amazing experience,
living amongst one of the most unique habitats in the world and hiking & camping
beneath the largest trees on the planet. It was almost too much to take in, but of
course the guys did an amazing job of capturing the essence of the experience in
their daily logs. The pages that follow give a more personal perspective of the
experiences of each guy and each crew.
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Log Book Entries
- Day 1 – Sunday, July 13
Dos Segundes Crew – Base Camp – Tomas:
Tired day. Cold. Fun with Frisbee. Travel woes – Sam & Aaron got patted down for
leaving security (at the San Francisco airport). Aaron’s unopened soda got thrown away
by security (losing $3.00). Tomas
Banana Slugs Crew – Base Camp:
When the plane went into the final dive, it felt like we were actually going to die. Per
I went to the beach and saw a dead octopus/seal. We also climbed this huge rock
island thing on the edge of the beach. - Jack
Driving in:
Drove from Weaverville, CA to Crescent City, CA. Windy roads and beautiful
scenery. In Crescent City I headed to the airport to meet the rest of the troop.
Phoned home while waiting and learned their flight was delayed. Also found out
that the Curriers and Hosmer-Quints were at Pizza King watching the final game of
the World Cup (Germany vs Argentina). Headed there and saw the end after being
notified the plane had landed. We left and met the troop, packed up most and
headed to Davison Ranch base camp. Once there, Mike Currier went back for the
rest. They all made it except for Phil Wrights backpack. [Still waiting for backpack
as of 5pm 7-15-14]. Trees so huge around border of camp. –Hal
Day 2 – Monday, July 14
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Base Camp – Jacob Trout:
It’s day 2. We’re hungry. We’ve been talking about food for 7 hours now. Paul will not
stop talking about ice cream. Today we went on a short nature hike and listened to 3
rangers talk about hiking in the redwoods environment. We spent a lot of time in camp
talking about the food we wanted to eat. We leave for the back woods. Until next time.
Jacob.
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Conquistadores – Base Camp:
Today was the mightiest orientation. First, the ranger came and explained the history of
the forest. The trees were more than 2000 years old (some of them). The trees are
huge! ‘Tis so cool. Next we were given a lecture on safety with tools where we learned
the various ways we could commit accidental suicide. After that another ranger taught
us about the various animals and plants which could harm us in a variety of gruesome
fashions.
Dos Segundes Crew – Base Camp – Tomas:
Today was nice – went on a hike in the Redwoods (Trillium Falls Trail) and saw some
huge trees. Rangers came: Learned about cow parsnip. Sam says “Don’t touch any
plants and you’ll be fine.” Tomas
Banana Slugs Crew – Base Camp:
Jack used The Force (banana slug on a stick) to ward off other scouts –Per
On our hike on the Trillium Falls Trail, we saw a few giant, hollow trees and
managed to fit everyone inside one! –Adam
Jack woke Per, Max and I by saying, “It’s the Misty Mountains.” –Danny
Today I was desperate for this irritating poison oak itch to be relieved. The rangers
told great facts about the tools and animals. They also told a chilling story about a
man who got mauled by a mountain lion and survived. We played a game in the
evening that Jack Kelly Marcum called Battle Royale. We all wrestled and killed
each other. –Alex
Today we had park rangers visit us to fill us in on the park, its wildlife, and the work
we should do for the volunteer projects. We started out hiking the Trillium Trail
next to camp with ranger Jim. He was very knowledgeable and pointed out several
things we may have missed. One of the most interesting things was how the
Redwoods could survive by growing burls and then growing shoots. Also, if the
center of the tree burns out, it can still live. Later we got instructions on how to use
the machete, axe and a weed whacker that I’ve never seen before. It consisted of a
4 foot hickory handle with a 1 foot long by 4 inch wide at the end, blade. In the
middle of the end of the blade, a 1 foot rod is used to draw the blade into a bend by
attaching to the handle. Lastly, Dale, a Yurok tribe member, filled us in on the local
animal appetites. We learned to make a lot of noise. Not a problem there… –Hal
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- Day 3 – Tuesday, July 15
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Backcountry Day 1 – Sammy Hosmer-Quint:
Jacob’s birthday. We sung Happy Birthday 3 times and
dreamed about Birthday Cake. We started into the the
backcountry and hiked for only a little while. We stopped
to swim twice in clear, cold, fresh water. Most of the time
on the trail we talked about food; all kinds, shapes and
sizes. We are all hungry. Even after we eat, we are not
fully full. We also cleared lots of trail which ended up
being fun. We wacked at stuff and cleared fern with sticks
and sithes – all the while with food in mind. I finished off
all the trail mix today. Hopefully my stomach will shrink
so I won’t be
so
hungry.
The only comfort to this hunger is
distraction and sleep is the best form. So I
must sleep so I don’t have to think about my
hunger. Checking out, SHQ

Conquistadores – Boy Scout Tree & Stout Grove – Zeke Stokes:
At the edge of the world,
massive trees towered
over
mist,
random
highways, and Chevrolet
Trucks - Zeke.
Today we walked among
monsters.
We passed
over misty mountains,
through purgatory, and
into
the
land
of
Chevrolets and giants.
6
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Zeke found a magical charm, and we were able to marvel in the monsters’ splendor and
glory without loss of peace. We found a tree sacred to our order and performed the
necessary actions. Afterwards we found a waterfall and attempted to trace it to the
roots, but later left that exploration for another day.
We went on another adventure through a graveyard for these giants, finding other
travelers who were perhaps more adventurous than us. We sunbathed on a rock in a
stream, both of which were appropriately sized for the residents of the land. It was late,
so we headed for base camp after a bit more exploration. Zeke’s charm wilted on the
return trip through purgatory and he was blinded by sudden illness, so we had dinner
for 6 instead of 7 and went to bed.
Dos Segundes Crew – Backcountry
Day 1 – Sam:
We departed from base camp and
started hiking (in the Redwood Creek
backcountry area). Trees are huge.
We camped on a small bank by the
creek. Sand got on everything. We
swam in the creek, but it was
incredibly cold. Jack saw a bear at 3
AM and my pack was moved from
where I left it before going to sleep.
Sam
Banana Slugs Crew – Berry Glen and Lady Bird trails:
The hike was great with my crew. We talked about Star Wars and paintball. The
only thing I want more than anything else is for this poison oak to go away.
Otherwise I am having a wonderful time. –Alex
Yesterday, after we had already wrote in the journal, there was a huge fight were it
was everyone vs. me and we just tackled and threw people around and people
jumped on me and took me down to the ground. Then Tomas picks me up like 3
feet of the ground and body slams me to the ground and it hurt like hell all in my
shoulder and neck. –Jack
Awesome hike along Berryman Trail. Many old redwoods, hollow snags, sword
ferns – really impossible to catch in a picture. Blackberries abound – have to be
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selective to find the sweet ones. Left 10:45 Return 2:30 Wildlife sighting – frog. –
Mike
Mike C. got the first two crews shuttled to the long treks. We then headed off to
Lady Bird Trail via Berry Glen Trail. Saw some amazing trees, a northern redlegged frog, several banana slugs, and had a pinecone fight as we ascended. Cool
fact: Ranger Jim informed us that the Roosevelt Elk were down to 20 individuals
that were located on this campsite when it was a ranch. The rancher (Arthur
Davison) would not let people shoot them and is the only reason they are alive
today. There are 10s of thousands up and down the northern coast. –Hal
- Day 4 – Wednesday, July 16
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Backcountry Day 2 – Dennis Trout:
It’s 8:47 PM at the crossing of Redwood Creek 7.5 miles from the trailhead. I stand on
the gravel bar looking north at a rainbow. It stretches across the horizon between
towering Redwood Trees that anchor it’s two ends. It was drizzling, but the rain
stopped about 10 minutes ago and now the sky and air are full of the most amazing
light. It is pink & blue and the high clouds are wispy and white. The light of day is
already fading however and it will be dark in another half hour or forty-five minutes.
Today we hiked from Elam, sometimes on the Redwood Creek Trail, then up the creek
itself after bushwhacking down a steep hillside. After dropping backpacks at the
Creekside site and hanging our bear bag, we set out for the Tall Trees Loop (and
continued on to the trailhead beyond). The forest was dark and soft and silent except
for the sounds of our conversation. The trees are overwhelming and virtually
indescribable.
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We will all remember this spot of earth for the rest of our lives I suspect. And we will
remember the people who were with us when we stumbled upon it. DT
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Conquistadores – Berry Glen Trail to Lady Bird Johnson Grove – Max Schaefer:
Today was our longest hike. We stormed 4 miles and 1200 feet of violent switchbacks,
giant trees, and ferns bigger than people. The prehistoric landscape awed and amazed
us at every turn. Every time our eyes would reopen after blinking we were gifted with a
new radiance that paralleled a religious experience and reminded us that there was a
breathtaking time before humans could look about them and marvel at the world they
lived in. It was as if there was a need that transcended the physical world that forced
our eyes to rush to take in every detail around us and our hearts to pain at the
impossibility of our task. As we crested the summit of the life-changing hike, we
realized how weary we had become in the mightiest forest in existence. We stopped for
lunch and rested for the hike down. When we arrived back at camp, eyes permanently
forced open by our experience, we ate, we talked, we chilled. Max
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Dos Segundes Crew – Backcountry Day 2 – Sam:
This morning we saw river otters swimming and got a late start hiking. We met up with
Dylan’s crew hacking through a downed tree in the path (actually three trees). It took
about 30 minutes (to clear limb the trees and clear the path). The rest of the hik was
strenuous, and after setting up camp at around 4 PM we hiked the Tall Trees Loop.
The Redwoods are mind-blowingly huge. Like holy (cow)! Dinner was freeze-dried
Mac ‘n Cheese. Sam
Banana Slugs Crew – Boy Scout Trail:
After a long drive, we got to the Boy Scout
Trail. It was not as long and not as steep as
yesterday’s hike. At the end of the trail, we
found a stream that made a small waterfall
where we crossed it so I filtered some water
from it (and it tasted really good). It took us a
while for us to find the Boy Scout Tree, but
after going up a little ways on a small trail up the
hill, we knew we had found it because of its size
(and the sign on it). –Adam
Boy Scout Trail is full of huge redwoods.
Several trees were down along the trail, so we
used them as a redwood highway. At the end of
the trail we ate at the waterfall and walked along
a fallen fir as it curved uphill where we heard the
sounds of trucks, crushing and shaking of rock from a rock quarry. On the way out
we found the side trail of “The” Boy Scout Tree. The real fun began when we
unloaded at Stoat trail. The whole trail was filled with several downed trees. Jack
K-M was parkouring and surprising innocent passersby. Afterwards we located the
Smith Creek where Adam, Alex, Danny, Mike, and I swam to the temporary bridge
and back. We were trying to get used to the water by what we later found to be a
colder tributary than the creek itself. Once out in the main channel it wasn’t so bad.
Back in camp, more Frisbee and the guys made up a game combining BS (a card
game) and tag, called Aerobic BS. –Hal
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- Day 5 – Thursday, July 17
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Backcountry Day 3 – Dylan Hosmer-Quint:
The longest of our backpacking days began with the now-expected scraping, licking,
and slurping for every possible calorie out of the prized oatmeal. To emphasize the
importance of this oatmeal eating, I could compare it to gold or to diamonds, but in our
starved state such items would be of no use. Thus, we treat oatmeal as a lucky cat treat
and the small drops of milk it has been lucky enough to find on the floor, eating with a
never-satiated fervor. Directly after our breakfast, we looked up to see the sun
illuminating the row of trees opposite us on the bank. The golden trees very nearly hid
the approaching buck that soon came a mere 40 feet from our fire and encampment.
The magic of the moment can hardly be captured in my scrawl, but suffice to say:
T’was grand. Conversation for much of the rest of the day was about food or was
carried out merrily at the expense of Sam, who deserved it. The exception was a brief
college discussion which brought back to me the horror of senior year and will hardly
be repeated here. The day ended with a chilly, yet refreshingly invigorating swim.
Signing out, DHQ
Conquistadores – Fern Canyon & Gold Bluffs Beach – Garrison:
We started out at Fern Canyon, which was an
awesome canyon with vegetation on either side.
There were amazing climbing trees right in the
middle. The main attraction was the beach in
which we dove into the water and got sandblasted
(it was cold). After the beach Max, Per, Nick, and
I walked 8 miles back (half of it uphill).

Dos Segundes Crew – Backcountry Day 3 – Aaron:
Today was wonderful!!! We slept in this morning and then began our 6 mile hike. The
hike was beautiful, and I was not disappointed in the slightest. We were spread apart a
good amount of the hike which was very satisfying because of the resulting quiet that
came from this. I could walk along and listen to nothing but the sound of the nature
around me. This has been the best day for me so far. Another thing that made this day
fun was the swimming I did when we arrived at our camp site – even if I’ll be sunburnt
for the next couple of days. I hope that everyone has had as much fun as me. Aaron
12
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Banana Slugs Crew – Fern Canyon:
So yesterday we went to the beach, there was a lot of jellyfish (dead) we also saw sea
lions. The water was really cold but we decided to take on the mighty waves.
However it was all in vain, our power was nothing compared to the waves. Then all
of us made a mighty retreat to the huge log of destiny. –Jack
Today we headed to
Fern Canyon. They
were working on the
road, so we had to
make sure that the
second group could
get back in line
(single lane there and
back). Second group
was Conquistadores,
first group, Banana
Slugs. So the B.
Slugs were able to
walk the beach some. Actually, it was a mix of both groups. Once together we
headed to Fern Canyon. As we headed in, the side of the canyon got more and
more covered with ferns. Between the walls some trees were down, so the guys
13
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jumped the stream and walked the trees. The canyon walls were made for stream
gravel and mud, but near vertical. We then headed out to the beach and the guys
built sand castles that were destroyed by the sneaker waves. Garrison was buried in
sand; Danny was tossed into the ocean. And many reprised the beach scene from
Chariots of Fire. Back in camp we cheated and had hot dogs and chips. Again
games were played and improvised. –Hal
- Day 6 – Friday, July 18
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Backcountry Day 4 – Paul Kindling:
We hiked out of the backwoods today. I was relieved to be done, but the trip was fun
and could have used
an extra day or so.
When we got back a
huge reward was
waiting for us –
blackberries. Due to
our hunger this was
greatly
appreciated.
Later we visited a
visitor center. I was
saddened by the lack
of a vending machine.
We then hiked to Fern
Canyon and the
ocean.

It was fun and we built a huge sandcastle. This used energy made me hungry. Dinner
was great – we added tuna to the Mac ‘n Cheese. Great idea. Until later, Paul
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Conquistadores – Backcountry Day 1 – Daniel Barnett:
After hiking three miles our crew arrived at the mosquito-infested Elam horse camp.
Setting up camp was quite easy, and nothing notable happened during the process of
erecting
a
tent.
Afterwards we cleared
the rest of the Elam
trail
to
a
demolished/nearly
demolished
bridge.
On the trail was a
massive log from a
fallen Redwood Tree.
While it could not be
pushed by hand, a
long, arduous lever
system moved the log off the path with a terrific crash, and near the site a plastic wedge
was found.
Dos Segundes Crew – Backcountry Day 4 – Jacob:
Today (after exiting the backcountry) we took a walk from the visitor center (Elf Prairie)
to the intersection of Fern Canyon and the ocean (James Irvine Trail to Fern Canyon at
Gold Bluffs Beach). While we were waiting and resting, Paul, Tomas, and Sammy HQ
bagan a small pine cone war. After the war was over, we hiked through Fern Canyon
and saw families from all over the world. After a little while of going through Fern
Canyon, we got to the beach. After a while of fighting the freezing cold water and the 6
15
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to 9 foot waves we decided to build a massive sandcastle that survived for 4 to 4 hours.
Jacob
Banana Slugs Crew – Heading to the back country:
Today was nice. We didn’t hike that far, about 3 miles. We swam in the cool water,
we laid down for two hours, and Danny got hit in the mouth with a rock. We did
conservation service today and we got eaten alive by mosquitoes, it was terrible. We
hiked through a trail of redwoods where we saw a redwood tree that was said to be
the biggest redwood tree in the 1968 National Geographic. Me and Jack KM [had a
discussion about] zombies and the virus. I told him the difference between
zombies and the infected. After dinner the guys got into their tent. Now they are
talking about Star Trek. –Alex
I had a few false starts trying to journal – but was interrupted by Frisbee, swimming
or a knock in the head. I will start with the knock in the head. We hiked from the
Redwood Creek trailhead to Elam the first day. We set up our tents, went
swimming, and played Frisbee. It was during the Frisbee game when I jumped up
to fetch the disc against Adam when we tumbled and I hit my head on a rock. It
bled pretty well and it gave me a couple of lumps! Then we resumed Frisbee!
For me my spare time has been spent completely amazed by the redwoods, bigleafed maple and profusion of ferns. And then swimming, laying on the smooth
rocks on the streamside and being baked by the sun. Adam, Danny, Jack KM, Per
and Alex get along well! They spend a lot of time talking, playing cards, building
water diversion structures and dams in the river. We (The Banana Slugs) are a
disciplined lot. We are not very sluggish at all! We break camp, hit the trail early
and do all the tasks involved in backcountry camping from digging cat-holes, to
filtering water, assembling packs. We have no issues (other than a clumsy elder
splitting his head open!) Oh, and the other minor issues for the elder are I didn’t
bring the rain fly to one tent (don’t ask!) It has not rained, it will not rain (no dances
please!) The other minor issue came up when I was preparing a nice hot cup of tea
– no tea bags!! Ho hum! But back to the banana slugs – we rock and crawl and
slime. The reason why we are the “banana slugs” is we dedicate ourselves to the
protection of all banana slugs in the forest. As we hike if there is a slug on the trail
we pass the message down through the crew, “Banana slugs left, slug right, etc.”
We have not stepped on one banana slug! –Mike
Today is the first day of our back country trek. Four days of backpacking along the
Redwood Creek. Our plan is to camp along the creek as much as possible. We
hiked about four miles and set up camp next to the creek on a gravel bar. We swam
16
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a bit, sunned a bit, played Frisbee (injured two), then played cards till dark. It’s
beautiful. Redwoods are on either hillside with deciduous trees (red alder, big leaf
maple and others) next to the banks. The creek is choked with gravel from the
hillsides when the lumber companies’ clearcut in the 40’s through the 70’s. –Hal
- Day 7 – Saturday, July 19
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Boy Scout Tree & Stout Grove – Andy Quint:
Sam HQ and I started the day with a run up Davison Road. It’s a very long steep hill,
but lovely to run through this beautiful forest. After another delicious oatmeal
breakfast, we set off for the Boy Scout Trail. This 5 mile round trip hike took us
through another amazingly beautiful Redwood Forest. The Redwood Trees are, as Paul
would say, "Majestic.” They also seem to be of another world. Many times we have
commented on how much life each tree supports. There are whole trees living on
downed or bent redwood. We visited the Boy Scout Tree just off the trail – a
particularly huge Redwood. We saw a squirrel and a chipmunk there. Ironic since in
general these Redwood Forests have few such rodents – we guessed due to dearth of
acorns, nuts, etc. We then walked through Stout Grove and took a quick dip in the
Smith River – Cool, very refreshing. The river bed is very rocky. I set my feet in the
rocks and leaned forward into the water feeling the strong stream flow past me.
We then drove to Crescent City and let the boys (and us) get a treat from McDonald’s –
to break the monotony of freeze-dried , oatmeal, gorp and Clif bars. The boys pigged
out. We met Ellen at McDonald’s – She’s been camping by herself all week alone, so
she was happy to get some human contact. We then drove back to base camp.
We stopped along the road to look at this incredible dense cloud that was hovering just
below us. It was like being in an airplane looking at the clouds below. Then we went to
the Klamath River overlook (at the mouth of the Klamath River and the ocean) and
hiked down ½ mile to the overlook. It was really beautiful but the view was limited by
fog. Nevertheless, Dylan caught a brief glimpse of a bear. I believe him but the other
boys do not. Unfortunately – could not capture on camera. We then returned to base
camp. After dinner, sang Happy Birthday to Jacob (18th) and had a carrot cake in
celebration (which we had bought in Crescent City). Sat around the campfire awhile
and talked about old TV shows from 50’s and 60’s with Aaron. Had a long discussion
about why the ocean is salty – much debate about possible reasons, but none of us
really knows. DT promised to look it up when we got home. Chip, Todd, Bob and
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Tomas played an exciting game of Hearts. All in all, a lovely, fun day. I continue to
appreciate the beauty of this part of the country. AQ

Conquistadores – Backcountry Day 2 – Max Schaefer:
Today was our longest hike with packs. We left Elam with full packs and hiked six
miles along a trail we had to clear as we went that rose and fell in great heaves. Our last
two mile stretch was a glorified fall down a hill lowering from 800 feet to near zero.
Then we had to hike up the next hill,
switchbacking back and forth and
gaining back feet in elevation with
every step. We took an old logging
road from the top of the hill to the
real trail. Once there, we decided that
trails were too mainstream and we
bushwhacked our way down an 80
foot hill that was steep enough to
allow us to slide down in some places.
We pitched camp on the gravel bar
and swam in the really cold water. The creek was deep, probably seven feet, and we
jumped off some rocks. Nothing feels better after a crazy tough hike and a very brisk
swim than sunbathing. After it got too dark, we built a fire and ate. Food Is Good.
Then we slept. Max
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Dos Segundes Crew – Berry Glen Trail & Lady Bird Johnson Grove – Jacob M:
Today we hiked up Berry Glen Trail to the Lady Bird Johnson Grove and walked
around the 1 mile loop. We met some Austrailian people (who told us of their
backcountry experiences in the outback). The hike up was 4 to 5 miles (a total of 9 to
10 miles) plus 1200 feet in elevation. Jacob
Banana Slugs Crew – Day two of the back country trek:
Once we got in the trail today in the afternoon it was killing me when we went up
the hills. Me and Jack made up funny, crazy stories about our adventures in the
Redwoods. Day by day, one incident is that we got captured by the World War II
Japanese soldiers, and I fell off a cliff, I had paralysis from the neck down, then I
was healed by the witch doctor.
Later we swam in a really nice but cold lake. We laid down in the sun, which was
really enjoyable and relaxing. When it was dinner time we struggled to build a fire
but we finally made one. Did I mention earlier today we messed with the
Conquistadors by hitting ferns and running away to the outhouse? Also Jack
wouldn’t shut up about Yogi Bear and Booboo, it was so annoying. Otherwise it
was a fantastic day. –Alex
Today we got more Yogi imitations and we did some work. (mass genocide of
ferns) We also confirmed once again that the water is cold, and the filters work.
Food status: Hungry –Per
So now I am sitting on a log in the most beautiful place in the universe (there are
many!) The sun is lowly receding over the horizon; there is a gentle breeze, and no
fog or cloud cover. Our first two days have been excellent, which is how you want
it when you have no rain fly. Last thought – sitting on Redwood Creek as the trees
sway in the wind, they rub together and make a noise like an old wooden door –
really an ancient melody.
So far Camp 44 is my favorite camping place [streamside HEJ3]. We have a great
swimming hole (about 5 feet deep) we are close to the tall giant redwoods including
the tallest redwood (as reported in a 1968 national geographic article.) –Mike
Today we hiked to 44 camp, then down to the river to setup camp. About a 4 mile
hike. Took the tools of destruction back up to Camp 44 and cleared the trails for
our volunteer work. Used three weed whackers (the type described on 7-14), a bow
saw and a machete.
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Afterwards we came back to camp to swim in the chilly water. There was a nice
pool downstream of camp with a rock in the middle and a fallen tree that went
from a bedrock bank to the gravel bar a few feet above the water. Checked out part
of the Tall Tree Trail, then had supper. –Hal
- Day 8 – Sunday, July 20
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Berry Glen Trail & Lady Bird Johnson Grove – Jacob T:
Today we began slowly as the two crews slept in till around 9 or so. After another
breakfast of my favorite oatmeal, the other crew took off and we began our hike to the
Lady Bird Johnson Grove at 11 AM or so. We reached the top of the hill where the
grove was around 12:30 and after gaining 1200 feet of elevation. During lunch while
walking the grove, our crew gave some serious thought and discussion to deep
questions of human nature. There is no way to pass the time like arguments over
paltoric and distotican ideas. We return to camp at 3:30 or so after our descent. Tired
from our 8-plus miles of hiking, we settled
down with some games of Hearts. After
dinner at 8, we commenced another game of
Hearts in which Andy promptly destroyed us.
The other crew returned around 10, and
within an hour of their arrival silence had
descended over the camp. So another day in
the Journey of a Thousand Trees ends.
Signing off, Jacob
Conquistadores – Backcountry Day 3 –
Daniel:
Today we experienced the hard part about
packing down an 80 foot hill: packing back
up it! After that arduous climb however, we
had a pretty easy day. After a mile hike to a
small trail to our final destination on the
beach, we took a small day hike to the Tall
Trees Grove and back and ended the day
with an uneventful evening.
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Dos Segundes Crew – Boy Scout Tree & Stout Grove – Tomas:
We went on the Boy Scout Trail, and me (Tomas) and Sam came up with a rap:
Hiking in the Redwoods – Troop 707,
Feels so nice – It’s like I’m in heaven,
Eleven – Also rhymes with seven,
Feet hurt – Back aches,
Could really use some Corn Flakes,
Got some Clif Bars – If that’s what it takes,
Eat those for lunch – Swam in a lake.
We saw a huge Boy Scout Tree, it was HUGE!! We met some cool Californians and
talked a while. They had this cute kid who loved Transformers – he had no shirt. I had
like a panic attack because I was like freaking out about these bug bites on my back.
There were hundreds and I was draining blood from itching.
(On the drive back to base camp we stopped at the Klamath River Overlook. It was
near dusk and the coastal fog was heavy and had settled in low. We hiked down a trail
toward the ocean point to get beneath the fog so we could enjoy the sunset.) Sam and
Aaron hiked ahead and got scared thinking about bears (the previous evening Dylan
had spotted a bear in the berry bushes that line the trail). They were shaking in their
shoes then Chip called ?Aaron, Sam!!” – calling
them to let them know where they were, but
Sam & Aaron assumed Chip was gonna tell
them to run for their lives, so they messed
their pants in fear and ran back. Also we saw
this amazing sunset at the beach and we could
look at the sun and it didn’t hurt our eyes. It
looked like a big moon made out of lava.
Tomas
Banana Slugs Crew – Day 3 of the back
country trek:
Hiked Tall Trees, broke camp and hiked to
Elam. Best memories are of an evening wee
whack excursion and seeing two elk with full
racks quietly grazing beside Redwood Creek.
Was able to get very close and took some
pics. –Mike
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After staying in probably the best spot along Redwood Creek, we headed to the Tall
Trees Trail after breakfast. Did the loop plus the trail (1.3 miles) to the parking lot.
Back to camp, we broke down camp and hiked to our last location on the creek,
which was ~2.5 miles in. It was a little busier since it was much closer to the
trailhead than other sites. Still, it was beautiful. After setting up camp we clearer
the trail with our brush clearing tools for about a mile and a half towards the
trailhead. Mike, Alex, and I swam and used some camp soap for the first time. –
Hal
- Day 9 – Monday, July 21
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Coastal hike south of Orick – Sammy Hosmer-Quint:
Our crew got up late and drove
to our day hike. The hike was
through a thick jungle – the
trail was overgrown and we
basically just pushed our way
through.
The food has
become less of a problem since
we got to base camp but that
could also be because our
stomachs have shrunk. We
passed a Native American
celebration. They had handmade boats and other goods
and were doing a dance. We
spent a couple of hours on the
beach and then drove to the
showers. We took the best
showers of our lives and then went out to eat blackberries and sun-dry. Dylan’s skin
started to raise and hurt. We think he may have got cow parsnip – a flower that after it
rubs on you and goes in the sun it gives you blisters. He put it in the shade and then
washed it off. We hung out at camp the rest of the night. SHQ
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Conquistadores – Backcountry Day 4 – Garrison:
Today we hiked out of the backcountry. On the way out we passed a plethora of
wildlife. We saw two elk, an otter, a mom & baby mule deer, an eagle, and a lot of trees
and ferns. We also passed a horde of cross-country runners on the way out. After that
we got back to our camp and played a game of Frisbee tag BS of doom. Every time a
game of BS would end, we would play Frisbee tag, and the same, very quickly, became
extremely violent. Then we ate all of the freeze dried meals. I want real people food!
Banana Slugs Crew – Day 4 of the back country trek:
Spent one hour with weed whacking crew THEN saw otter family that other crews
observed – the mother teaching the young pups to swim upstream while pop kept a
cautious eye on us.
Banana Slugs was a great crew that rocked or slimed. –Mike
Sad day. Hiked out of the back country and back in base camp got to business
playing Frisbee. Everyone had stories about their adventures. No one was eaten by
bears, but a few of us were fortunate to see an otter family swimming up the creek
in the back country. –Hal
- Day 10 – Tuesday, July 22
Hosmer-Trout Crew – Conservation Project – Dylan Hosmer-Quint:
Today was our conservation project - Filled with anticipation, mixed with excitement,
and seasoned with dread. Yet we sailed forth, seemingly unperturbed as Ranger Laura
came to tell us we would pull grass. After pulling much grass, we proceeded to pull
grass, and then pull more grass, and finished with pulling more grass. The remainder of
the evening, and indeed the trip, was taken up with waiting for, and stuffing our faces
with the infamous sit-down meal. And oh it was worth all the build-up. It greeted our
wayward taste buds and steered them back towards real and solid food. Never before
had I appreciated a sandwich so much and I doubt if I ever shall again. DHQ
Banana Slugs Crew – Conservation project: Pulling European beach grass:
Today we did the conservation project which I didn’t like, but I know that service is
good. We got plenty of food afterwards, mostly just granola and cliff bars. We
basically just relaxed and later on we are going to eat dinner in Orick, which I am
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anxious about. I am really looking forward to going back home, but this was an
excellent trip with the wildlife and the gargantuan redwood trees. –Alex
Today we worked for four hours
pulling European beach grass which
threatened a couple of native species.
The park ranger we worked with,
Laura Julian, was extremely happy
she had so many hands, and people
who worked hard as volunteers. We
created several large haystacks of
beach grass along the road.
Afterwards we shuttled the scouts to
Shoreline Market, a little spot that
sold a little of everything. We had
the best deli sandwiches. Back in
camp, more Frisbee and some
hacky. –Hal

Dos Segundes Crew – Conservation
Project – Aaron:
Today I had to wake up earlier than usual because of the fact that Sam rolled onto my
pad while kicking me off. We then had to eat our last bag of oatmeal, which I am glad
about.
After all of that we had to go and work on a conservation project which I was okay with
doing even if it was boring and repetitive. The main reason for the project was to help
out the park rangers in exchange for helping us, which put a wonderful feeling in my
heart.
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Afterwards, everyone headed back to camp where we just sat around for a while until
dinner. Sure, some people played cards, some people played Frisbee, but I felt free to
enjoy a nice nap. After that I went out with the first crew for dinner, which I would say
was amazing. The people were nice, the prices were low(ish), but most importantly, the
sandwiches were good. We all enjoyed the sandwiches those three kind ladies made for
us, and we were also allowed chips and soda. After we arrived back, a fun game of
Frisbee was started, which was the best game I’ve played on this trip.
As I sit here writing in this journal, I realize how much I am going to miss this
experience with the scouts. I’ll miss the sunbathing, the hikes and the cake, but I’ll
mainly miss hanging out with my friends on this adventure. Even if we see each other
as often as we do, the experiences like this are what bring all of us closer together.
Aaron
- Day 11 – Wednesday, July 23
Banana Slugs Crew – Travel Day:
Got up. Everyone had their last portion of superior blended oatmeal. Packed up
camp, and started the exodus home. Some were flying back, the Curriers were
staying for a whitewater rafting trip, and the Hosmer-Quints and Johnsons were
driving back.
What a wonderful super trip this was. –Hal
Banana Slugs out.
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Scoutmaster’s Notes:
Sunday, July 13 - Travel Day:
1 AM – We began to assemble in the Dick’s Sporting Goods parking lot in Columbia.
Our departure time is 2 AM. Slowly the guys appear, one by one, until we’re all there,
packs in a line and ready to begin our journey. Our friendly shuttle has arrived – we
load up, and it’s off to the Kansas City airport. The shuttle was a big winner. The
driver arrived early for pick-up, and he drove us directly to our gate at the massive
Kansas City airport. At the airport there was no Starbucks (at least not an open
Starbucks at 4 AM), but there was a small gift/convenience shop in the gate area, so the
guys had a place to buy a few snacks prior to departure.
Our flight to Denver was short and sweet, with a layover just long enough to get to our
San Francisco flight. At San Francisco we had a longer layover that became even longer
when we were delayed. This gave us a long lunch break before we had to load up for
the final leg of our airline journey. On the plane we were once again delayed while the
United Airlines crew determined how to reduce weight on the flight. We were
overbooked and two people had to get off. They tried the usual incentives but only got
one taker, so as we sat on the tarmac the friendly but frustrated flight crew asked again
for volunteers to step off the plane. After some consternation, the flight attendant
announced that we had a “volunteer” but it immediately became obvious that this lady
did not volunteer at all – she was hopping mad. We all waved good-bye to her as the
plane taxied away and we were off. Once we finally got to the flying part, the flight to
Crescent City in the little puddle jumper was a ton of fun. The highlight of the flight for
me was the kamikaze landing. As we approached Crescent City the pilot tipped the
nose down briskly and we descended rapidly through the clouds. However, the cloud
cover appeared to extend nearly to the ground and as we exited the clouds it seemed as
if we immediately pulled up and touched down. It was a pretty impressive piece of
flying, and was quite an invigorating end to our air travel.
Once on the ground we found ourselves missing one piece of luggage – a backpack of
course. Although we were assured it would arrive on the next flight, it took the work of
one persistent wife (Maureen Wright) to locate it and get it to Crescent City. Such are
the perils of air travel. Meanwhile, outside the tiny airport terminal were Hal, Mike, and
the Hosmer-Quints, all with their vehicles. We took the first of two loads of guys to
base camp near Orick.
The Davison Ranch base camp is the site of a former dairy farm that has belonged to
the Redwood National and State Parks for many years. Today the property is just a
single barn along Davison Road and a drive that leads further back to a grassy area
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surrounded by blackberries and redwoods. The property also has a large old apple tree,
which makes the property a favorite stop for the local elk and bears. The Davison
Ranch property has a fire ring, 2 bear boxes, and a well water system so we were really
set up with a great base camp location. The rangers even had 2 porta-potties brought in
for our time in camp – much thanks to the rangers for their efforts to make our visit a
great one.
Sunday night our backcountry style cooking began. Yes – we would cook and live
backcountry style for the full time we were in California. Dinner was freeze dried meals
for all – there was much rejoicing. Actually, the freeze dried meals were very tasty (two
enthusiastic thumbs up).
Monday, July 14 - Davison Ranch:
Today was a day to get our camp organized, get our first two backcountry crews ready,
and for visits from the park rangers. Camping in what was recently and uncut and
seldom-used meadow near an apple tree and surrounded by blackberry bushes places us
in bear and elk territory. In fact, Phil saw a bear at 2:30 the first night in camp. With
that in mind, we gave the bears and food talk right away. I felt it was important to get
off on the right foot regarding campsite cleanliness and food precautions so we could
avoid any unwanted visitors. The guys did great all week.
The first ranger to visit was Jim Wheeler. He gave us a talk on the history of the area.
It surprised me how depressed the local towns are following the redwood logging
restrictions that began nearly 30 years ago. The local economy has never recovered. In
spite of the logging restrictions, all but 5% of the original old growth redwoods have
been eliminated. It’s a sobering illustration that of man’s insatiable power to consume.
Jim then led us on a hike on
the nearby (across the road)
Trillium Falls Trail. This was
our first chance to hike into
the redwood forest and it
was surreal – like something
out of a movie set. Jim knew
every plant and knew where
all the hidden treasures were.
It was a great introduction to
the area and Jim did a great
job of framing what we saw
within the history of the area.
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I suspect the guys got tired of the local history talk, but I thought it was essential before
we immersed ourselves in the redwood forest.
Next we met with Ranger Dale and Lynn Erickson-Leviwhom I had talked to many
times before on the phone. Dale & Lynn brought our tools that we would use for our
backcountry conservation work. We received weed whips, axes, saws, and machetes.
The best part is… Scouts are not allowed to use machetes, so there was that special gift
for the adult crew members. We got our safety briefing and our backcountry trailclearing instructions. Simply put, clear the trails of trees, limbs, nettle, and other
aggressive plants that are infringing upon the trail. We’d take those tools with us on our
backcountry travels and as was the case all week, the guys did a bang-up job. It was, in
most cases, good fun clearing trees and plants from the trail.
Ranger Kristen was scheduled to come by for a wildlife talk, but she came up ill so Dale
came back and gave us the briefing. He re-enforced the food cleanliness that’s required
in these areas. He also (in a smaller adult audience) explained just how depressed the
local economy remains and the problems this causes. He said they have a tremendous
problem with tweekers (meth-heads) who get into things, vandalize, and generally cause
local problems. It’s just another sign of the economic woes that continue.
Dale is of local Indian descent which is fairly common in the area. He gave us his very
personal perspectives of life in the area as a native person, and the long-lasting
economic issues that continue to face the people of this area.
We picked up two loaned bear canisters from the south visitor center in Orick. These,
along with the 5 that we brought, and two bear bags would be just enough to see us
though. The two crews in the backcountry would need all of these and when they came
out they’d have to pass them along to the next two crews.
Tuesday, July 15 - Day 1 in Redwood Creek Backcountry for Dos Segundas:
Our first night on Redwood Creek we were scheduled to camp along Redwood Creek
(dispersed camping), meaning we could camp anywhere on the gravel bars past the first
seasonal bridge. Realizing that our second night would be at the end of the Redwood
Creek Trail, we pushed on – well into the Redwood Creek area. Along the trail, we
came upon the other crew (Hosmer-Trouts) working on 3 trees that had fallen across
the trail. With the power of two crews, two saws, and two machetes, we cleared all but
the largest trunks. When completed, the trail was cleared up nicely and was easily
passable for backcountry travelers. This was where I learned the power of the machete.
It efficiently clears brush, but also cuts wood like a thin-blade axe. It’s a tool that no
Scoutmaster should be without!
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We selected a campsite in a sandy area along Redwood Creek with some shallow rapids
and a nice swimming hole just downstream. I highly recommend the Redwood Creek
dispersed camping. There was a nice upstream breeze that kept the mosquitoes to a
minimum. The swimming and rock skipping was also great fun.
Wednesday, July 16 - Day 2 in Redwood Creek Backcountry for Dos Segundas:
Day 2 was a bigger hiking day for us as we were to hike to the back of the Redwood
Creek area and up to 44 camp. The hike included a couple of mild climbs but nothing
strenuous. The climbs took us higher, above and away from Redwood Creek and more
into the Redwoods. Progress was slow, but eventually we came to the trail intersection
that lead, one way to Redwood Creek and the Tall Trees Grove, and the other way to
44 camp. After some scouting of each direction, we pushed on up the hill to 44 camp.
We set up camp and headed out for a hiking & water expedition to Redwood Creek and
the Tall Trees Grove.
The Tall Trees Grove was tremendous – an impressive loop trail through majestic oldgrowth Redwoods. This grove has the feel of sanctuary. The trees would not be the
thickest we’d see, but they were certainly tall on a scale we were just beginning to
appreciate.
As we started our exit from the Tall Trees Grove, light sprinkles began to rain down.
We paused at a seasonal bridge and pumped water for the crew. We used a collapsible
bucket to scoop water from the bridge, but found this an impressive display of the force
of moving water. On our second bucket full, Sam lowered the bucket into the flowing
stream and it was ripped from his hands. The expression on his face was well worth the
cost of retrieving the bucket from the downstream waters.
Back at camp our evening meal was once again very tasty. We got great reviews from
all the freeze dried meals, including the vegetarian meals. The campsites were equipped
with picnic tables and bear boxes. We learned, however, that the bear boxes are not
impervious to small ground critters. In the morning Todd & I found a bag of gorp
chewed open, a banana slug on our cook stove, and another banana slug inside a
chewed zip-lock of trash – all this inside our bear box. We flipped the banana slugs into
the woods. However, one came to it’s untimely end when it stuck to the stove lid a little
too long which threw off our trajectory. The slug was the victim of high velocity impact
with a near-by tree. We said a few words.
The 44 camp had a contrasting beauty last night’s Redwood Creek campsite. We were
up under the trees and that aspect was very nice.
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However, with the forest come mosquitoes. They were pretty aggressive in this camp.
Although I loved the beauty of the wooded location, I would have been far less
pestered along the creek for another night. Other advantages of camp were picnic
tables, bear boxes, and a privy. Depending on the style of camping that you’re looking
for, one or all of these might come in handy. The privy had a sign that warned of black
widow spiders. I cleaned out a lot of spiders, but I didn’t see any of those. Part of our
mission this week was to re-stock the privies with TP. At 44 the TP and some cleaning
supplies were in a enclosed in a metal box inside the privy. When we arrived, we found
all the TP shredded into some nice nesting material, so I cleaned it up and we left two
fresh rolls.
Thursday, July 17 - Day 3 in Redwood Creek Backcountry for Dos Segundas:
Day 3 was the big hike out – not all the way, but most all the way. We hiked back out
to near the first seasonal bridge along Redwood Creek. This turned out to be our best
day of hiking on the trail. We also took some time to do some trail clearing along the
way. The scouts would hike ahead, followed slowly by the adults. This gave the scouts
time to trail clear periodically while they waited for us to catch up.
Tonight our campsite was once again along Redwood Creek, and that’s exactly how one
should end their backcountry days in this area – along the creek relaxing and enjoying
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the area (and free from mosquitoes). After 3 days of backpacking it was great to just
lounge in the sun along the creek – relaxing on the warm sand and creek gravel. The
day was perfect, but the tall Redwoods and hillsides that lined the creek soon brought
afternoon shadows. Repeatedly we’d move down further into the sun and toward the
creek until finally the afternoon sunbathing was over. It was a wonderfully relaxing
hour or so that we all enjoyed. Aaron would pay a small price for his participation in
terms of a shiny new red sunburn. That may have been our most substantial injury for
the week and it was a small price to pay for a great afternoon of sun and laziness.
That evening Todd & I went exploring north along Redwood Creek. We were
surprised to find that we were within a half mile of the first seasonal bridge and the
other crew. We took that opportunity to re-strategize the plans for the next day. Our
original plans were to exit the backcountry, and do separate day hikes on the Berry Glen
and the Boy Scout Trail. However, since our time would be split between backcountry
and the day hikes we were concerned we might not have enough time to fully enjoy
those activities. We decided to realign our days and do the James Irvine Trail to Fern
Canyon and Gold Bluffs Beach – a double-crew trek and beach day. That would
simplify things since those locations are all very nearby camp.
Friday, July 18 - Exit the Redwood Creek Backcountry for Dos Segundas:
For the 2nd straight day we got an early start. Our goal was to be packed up and out to
the trailhead by 9 AM so we could transition out. We’d pass off our bear canisters, bear
bags, and tools to the other two crews and they’d start on their backcountry treks. Our
crew did a great job of doing just that. We were to the trailhead by 9 AM, all except for
me. Realizing this was my last day with the machete, I grabbed it right out of camp and
merrily machete my way along the Redwood Creek Trail to the trailhead. It made me
feel good to do some more trail clearing, and it gave me that sense of purpose that
Scoutmasters often lack in a boy-led troop.
Once we were all out of the backcountry, picked up, and back at base camp, our day
had really just begun. In keeping with our new plan, we were off to do our Gold Bluffs
Beach day. We shuttled the two crews up to the nearby Elk Prairie Visitor Center –
approximately 4 miles north. Bob Murray volunteered to drop us off at the visitor
center and drive the vehicle around to Gold Bluffs for pick-up at the west end of the
trail. The guys spent a brief time at the visitor center but it was not very fancy and it
didn’t have a soda machine or any junk food. This disappointed our rugged
outdoorsmen so we pressed on. Our hike on the James Irvine Trail was amazing. This
was really the theme for the week, as each trail and each grove or old-growth area
opened our eyes in a new way to how special this area is. It was like walking through a
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movie set (perhaps Honey I Shrunk the Kids), almost too amazing and too large a scale
to be real. The hike was approximately 5 miles with a general downhill grade toward
the Pacific. The final on-trail destination was Fern Canyon – a canyon-type drainage
that was, like most our destinations, tremendously photogenic but nearly impossible to
fully capture within the confines of film and photography. We climbed down a long
series of stairs to a sandy creek bed complete with interspersed walking planks. The
walls were sheer and as the name infers, were covered completely with fern and moss.
Several downed redwoods made for a natural climbing gym within the canyon. This
area was clearly a must-see and as such, there were quite a few other visitors there. Tis
the price one pays for seeing the truly beautiful destinations. I could have spent hours
there.
Beyond Fern Canyon was the Pacific Ocean, and that’s where we went to play at the
end of the day. The guys had fun swimming and refreshing their backcountry bodies in
the surf. However their crowning achievement was the construction of a highly
fortified sand castle kingdom at the edge of the surf. The guys all banded together to
build structures, bridges and all those other features of a doomed ocean kingdom. They
also built a series of sea walls to fortify the kingdom from the power of the ocean. It
was a lot of fun watching man’s work try to hold back the slow but powerful &
persistent force of the tide. My civil engineering buddies always remind me that water
runs downhill, but perhaps I should remind them that the tide also follows the moon.
In either case, it is clear that the power of water trumps the power of man.
On our way out a large bull elk was grazing directly on the trail. He was very impressive
and didn’t mind moving from the trail to let us pass. This was not the time of year for
aggressive males, but it was the time for nervous mommas. In all, there were dozens
and dozens of elk on the beach including mommas with spotted calves. Even the
moms and their calves were quite at ease, but I don’t think I’d choose to approach them
on foot (the rangers discourage this also).
Saturday, July 19 - Berry Glen Trail to the Lady Bird Johnson Grove - Dos Segundas:
Our crew took a hike on the Berry Glen Trail to the Lady Bird Johnson Grove. The
Berry Glen Trail is the newest trail in the Redwood National and State Park system. It
travels through second growth and old growth areas that were until recently
inaccessible. It is not highly traveled, so it makes for a very quiet and peaceful hike.
The trail ends some 1200 feet above at the Lady Bird Johnson Grove. The hike was an
8 mile out and back (4 miles each direction) to the LBJ Grove/Loop. The LBJ Loop
was beautiful, but it did have much more foot traffic since it is accessible by can and a
nearby parking lot. In reality, the Berry Glen section may have been even more
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beautiful than the LBJ Loop, but perhaps that had something to do with the tranquility
of the trail. I really enjoyed the extended climb up the Berry Glen. Since it is the park’s
newest trail, it doesn’t see much foot traffic and that’s exactly what I enjoy. The
redwoods and the undergrowth are beautiful – a classic redwood area with many trees
and not the heavy (bushy) undergrowth of the Redwood Creek area, but rather the
classic fern & needle ground cover. In spite of the 8 mile distance and the 1200 foot
climb, the change to a small day pack made this a welcome change from the backpack
trail weights.
Sunday, July 20 - Boy Scout Trail, Stout Grove, Smith River, Klamath River Overlook
- Dos Segundas:
Today was a very long day for the crew. Our agenda: Drive to Crescent City and
Holland Hill Road, hike the Boy Scout Trail and the Stout Grove Loop, Swim in the
Smith River, drive back through Crescent City for a quick bite of fast food civilization,
stop at the Klamath River Overlook, and return to the Davison Ranch base camp. We
started off with a pit stop in Crescent City for some minor medical supplies to help
relieve chaffing, blisters, etc. The guys also enjoyed the opportunity to grab a bite of
comfort (junk) food.
Holland Hill Road is an event unto itself. It’s an old stage coach road that remains a dirt
road of nearly the same dimensions as its early days. It is wide enough for a car, but
often not wide enough for two cars to pass. It meandors between the huge old growth
redwoods, often twisting tightly between three or four of the huge trees, with just
enough room for a large SUV to wiggle through. The Boy Scout Trail has a small pulloff area, large enough for 8 or 10 cars. Several wide spots in the road nearby also
provide for parking. Otherwise this was a relatively no-frills trailhead along this old
forest road.
The trail to the Boy Scout Tree and beyond to Fern Falls is approximately 3 miles each
way with an elevation gain of 750 feet. We hiked this trail on a Sunday and there was a
considerable bit of trail traffic. In spite of this, the trail was well worth the time to visit
and the old growth area along the trail and Holland Hill Road is perhaps the most
beautiful we experienced. The hike is not terribly difficult and the reward at the Boy
Scout Tree and along the trail is like something from another world. In fact, this
general area was used during the filming of Return of the Jedi (welcome to Endor).
When we got to the actual Boy Scout Tree, we found it some 30 yards up the hill above
the trail. It is actually a tree composed of several trunks that have grown together into a
singular, massive tree.
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It took ten scouts/people to reach completely around the tree. Continuing on the short
distance to Fern Falls is a nice addition to the hike. While not spectacular, it is a good
excuse to continue this great old growth area hike. Adam capitalized on the hike by
pumping some water from the falls – I should be so prepared.
Our next stop was the more visitor-friendly Stout Grove. This grove features an actual
parking loop, a paved trail entrance, a rather short grove loop, and a connector trail to a
nearby campground. All this accessibility brings in many hikers. Nonetheless, the
grove is a must-see. As the name implies, the Stout Grove is home to some of the
thickest redwoods you’ll ever see. Some are so amazingly stout that you really have to
stop and very slowly take in the massive size of the trees around you. It’s a beautiful
and majestic setting. These trees are 500, 600, and possibly as old as 2000 years old and
they’ve grown to massive proportions that rival any man-made structure. It’s a sobering
reminder of man’s inclination to consume his natural resources when you consider that
in just the past couple generations we’ve cleared away 95% of these unique and amazing
forests. But soapbox aside, this was a very cool hike through an amazing forest. .
At the bottom of the trail lies the Smith River. Of course the guys enjoyed the
opportunity to jump in and take a swim. I enjoyed the fact that they smelled less like
the trail and more like river water. While the guys were enjoying their swim time, I took
a rare opportunity to make a couple phone calls (coverage was a rare commodity) and
make the final arrangements for our crew feed for the last night in camp. It was getting
towards evening before the guys had gotten their fill of swimming and that was just fine
since the guys need down-time.
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Our next stop was a quick bite to eat at, I dare say, a fast food joint. We figured after 8
days of oatmeal & dehydrated food we better break them in gently to the hazards of
modern eating, so we grabbed a small snack.
On the way back south to base camp we made a stop at the Klamath River Overlook.
This is where the Klamath and the Pacific meet, and Dylan had spotted a bear the night
before. When we arrived at the overlook it was shortly before sunset and the sky was
filled with a heavy fog that extended below us – between us and the ocean below.
Seizing our limited-time opportunity, we darted downhill on the trail that twists,
switchback fashion down between blackberry bushes to a rocky outcrop along the
ocean. Although the group only descended approximately 50 vertical feet, Aaron and
Sam wanted to make the entire journey to the ocean outcrop. Todd & I watched and
photographed the ocean view as the sun dipped lower and lower. As we watched the
evening sky our conversation turned to the retrieval of Aaron and Sam before they
would become left on the dark coastal trail without any flashlights. Meanwhile, Aaron
and Sam were recalling Dylan’s story of a bear along the trail. The further they hiked
the more plausible an actual encounter seemed. As they stood on the rocky outcrop at
the bottom of the trail, they had reached a crescendo in their concern regarding large
animal hazards and their isolated location. At that moment, Todd & I called hastily to
Aaron and Sam, hoping to expedite their return up the trail prior to dark. However,
what Aaron and Sam heard was a warning cry: Sam! Aaron!” and what they imagined
would follow (i.e. “Run for your life, or bear attack!). Needless to say, they returned
before dark, and we all enjoyed a great laugh about it later. We all hiked out, said our
fairwells to the bear infested slopes of the overlook, and headed back to base camp. It
was a very long day and in spite of the more populated trails, I highly recommend these
redwood locations for any visit to the area.
Monday, July 21 - Coastal Hike Near Orick - Dos Segundas:
Today the other two crews come out of the backcountry at 4 PM. Meanwhile we’ll take
a coastal hike just south of Orick. Our distance is four miles, beginning on the beach.
Less than a mile in we leave the beach and hike into the hills along the coast. This
bypasses a rugged stretch of coastline that is otherwise impassible. It’s a nice
combination hike that ends at a beach location where we can relax and enjoy our last
hiking day. However, the hills were filled with cow parsnip which has oils that react
with sunlight to burn or blister. Clearly even the most beautiful locations have their
hazards. When we get past the hills we drop down again to the beach. At this location
the beach is but a thin strip of sand that separates the ocean from an inland lagoon.
Today a local Indian tribe was gathered where the hills meet the beach, and they were in
the midst of some kind of ceremony. The guys respectfully avoided the goings on.
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Clearly tribal/native customs are strong in the Orick and surrounding areas. I had
previously discussed our schedule for camping at the Elam backcountry site and we
were careful to coordinate our use a similar ceremony that was being held during our
visit.
Back to our hike – the rest of the journey was just a short distance down the beach, with
our remaining time spent relaxing in the sun and sand. As of that evening we had been
camping for nine days and some were getting gamey, so we organized a visit to the
nearby Elk Prairie camp ground showers. With 26 guys we tried to be efficient with the
coin operated showers. The occasional lack of warm water also helped hasten our
efforts. Jacob Murray regained his fluffy and those of us who have no fluffy at least
scrubbed off our backcountry musk. Our tents were a much happier place.
Having everyone together at basecamp was fun – it really brings a larger group dynamic
into play. The guys engaged in cards, hacky-sack, and a variety of violent Frisbee games.
It’s a great bunch of guys and they really do work and recreate well together – even after
many days of outdoors and close-quarters living.
Interesting visitor tonight: There was a strange vehicle on Davison Road with a spot
light. Several of us walked to the road, the first two asked to take their hands out of
their pockets and approach the vehicle. They were rangers looking for poachers and we
have walked into their investigation. Apparently the vehicle of a known poacher was
spotted on the road nearby and the rangers were trying to track him down. This is a
reminder of the very serious side (enforcement) of being a park ranger – not exactly
what you envision when you dream about working in the national parks.
Tuesday, July 22 - Our Group Service Project Day:
Today we got up, had our favorite breakfast of oatmeal, and headed to the National
Parks South Operations Center in Orick. Ranger Laura greeted us and led us to a beach
area where we removed European Beach Grass by hand. European Beach Grass is an
invasive species that was removed or turned under years ago with large equipment.
However, like most invasive plant life it has returned and greatly spread along the beach.
Our job was to identify it and remove it, while leaving the native grasses. We pulled the
grass by hand, trying to remove the rhizomes. We piled the grass on a large tarp and
hauled it to the road. The guys had fun making sport of it, competing for the longest
rhizome, etc. Zeke played point man, identifying areas where the European Beach
Grass had resurfaced. In all, we cleared a tremendous amount of grass and ranger
Laura was quite impressed by the power and the tenacity of our 26 man crew. She
explained that the normal rate for volunteer work is $25.00 per hour, so by her
estimation our 26 man crew’s 5 hours of work provides a volunteer service of over
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$3000.00. All money aside, Laura was grateful for and quite impressed by the amount
of area we were able to clear with our Troop 707 army. Since Laura didn’t have any
other work planned for our group, we took all the guys for a visit to the south (Orick)
visitor center so they could shop, explore, and view a short movie on the history of the
redwood area.
Tonight was out last night in camp, so as is customary we made plans for a huge gormet
feed. In Orick that means a trip to Betty’s Country Store and gas station. It’s a gas
station, a convenience store, and a restaurant – home of the finest hand-made
sandwiches south of Klamath. Betty had graciously offered to staff up for the big feed
tonight, to serve our hungry guys sandwiches and milk shakes. It was an offer we
couldn’t refuse. The guys loved the sandwiches, chips, soda and snacks, and wre
especially polite and attentive to the friendly girls who served them. A good time was
had by all.
That evening at camp we played a spirited Frisbee game I call tip-it (not sure of the
official name). It was fun, a little rowdy, and a great unwind following a great week of
adventures.
Wednesday, July 23 - Getaway Day:
Our biggest challenge today was getting all the guys to the Crescent City Airport.
Thanks to some sacrifice by our vehicle-wielding folks (Hosmer-Quints, Hal and the
Curriers), We made it to the airport in just one efficient trip. Although we weren’t in a
huge hurry, this allowed all the diving folks to get on the road at a reasonable time. The
trip to the airport would be the last part of this journey that went on-schedule (at least
for a while).
Our flights in
Crescent City and in San Francisco
were both delayed. However, this
simply left us time to relax, eat a
meal, and make some new friends.
In San Francisco we met some
exchange students who were
traveling to Kansas City for school.
The cultural exchange with these
Japanese students was fun to
watch.
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In Kansas City, the shuttle company was once again aces. They tracked our delayed
flights and were on-time and waiting for us in the Kansas City Airport. The $1000.00
we spent for the round trip airport shuttle was well worth the cost, and given the length
and hours of our travel it really took the stress off the travelers and their families.
So… What went well?
The guys did an amazing job of campsite cleanliness, both with their food and with
their gear. We had zero wildlife interaction issues, but we did see a bear and other
wildlife in and around base camp and in the backcountry. The level of cleanliness was
quite different from the normal campout expectations, and it had to be better than the
previous SuperTrip (where our only predators were squirrels) – the guys really did great.
Bear canisters, supplemented by bear bags worked great. We should consider gathering
these sooner for the next SuperTrip and issue them to the crews far ahead of time.
That will help the guys understand the limits of what they can bring for the trip (foodwise) and the crews can work on organizing them and planning how, if they wish, they
can bring more food.
The freeze dried food was great. There were no complaints except some wanted more
quantity.
We had suggested that guys bring supplemental food if they desired, but that message
was missed by some (or just not acted on). We should discuss the meal plan on more
occasions and discuss options guys can use if they want to carry more food (it was
difficult on this trip since we flew with just our packs, but there is always a way).
The trekking plan worked out great. It split the crews into sizes that met the Redwood
National Park regulations. Two crews traveled in the backcountry while two took day
excursions, with only one crew needing a vehicle at any given time. We should have
discussed the trekking plan even more during our planning meetings, and we may have
been able to add another hike or substitute one per the crew’s particular interests. That
said, the destinations in the trekking plan got great reviews. The Boy Scout Trail and
Stout Grove and Klamath River Overlook were more populated trails, but were truly
must-sees. The Berry Glen was a great hike – a very isolated trail and a pretty climb.
The James Irvine Trail, Fern Canyon, and Gold Bluffs beach were also a must-see.
These areas were very impressive, and Fern Canyon is like nothing you’ve seen before.
Gold Bluffs Beach is simply a really fun time for the guys. The Trillium Falls Trail was
also great, but we were pressed for time and had to hurry it. I should have better
scheduled the ranger visits so we could spend more time on that trail on day 2. The
Redwood Creek backcountry time was great but the trail was too short and too easy for
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most. Overall, the backcountry days and distance were dictated by the availability of
sites and the limited length of continuous trails in the redwood areas. The distance and
difficulty of these days was less of our choosing and more due to the size limitations of
the area and the RNSP regulations.
Back to food – our vegetarians ate pasta primavera, red beans and rice, and mac ‘n
cheese. All got good reviews, but the red beans and rice was very popular.
Scheduling – the day of our arrival I had scheduled three ranger visits – two
interpretives regarding the history of the area and the local wildlife hazards, and a third
to receive our service project tools and a safety brief regarding their use. This lasted
throughout the afternoon, which prevented the guys from exploring the surrounding
area. I tried to work with the parks department regarding their availability, but I should
have tried harder to schedule these back to back to back so our guys could get out and
explore a bit more.
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Cast and Crew

Daniel Barnett

Alex Currier

Mike Currier

Sam Emerson

Garrison Herries

John Herries
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Tomas Hopkins

Dylan Hosmer-Quint

Sammy Hosmer-Quint

Danny Johnson

Hal Johnson

Jack Kelley-Marcum

Paul Kindling

Aaron McCray

Bob Murray
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Jacob Murray

Nick Osment-Wright

Andy Quint

Adam Sandstedt

Chip Sandstedt

Max Schaefer

Zeke Stokes

Todd Trabue

Dennis Trout
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Phil Wright

Banana Slug (cameo)
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Appendix 1 – Trekking Plan
Redwood National Park regulations limit backcountry groups to a maximum of 8 persons.
That means our group of 27 required four crews, with activities coordinated to best share
the available vehicles and to allow each crew to function independently for the most part.
The parks department offered us the use of their Davison Ranch property for our base
camp area. This allowed one group to hike directly from base camp to the Berry Glen trail
while another used the car for more remote hiking. The two remaining crews backpacked
in the Redwood Creek backcountry with camp site locations selected to allow the crews to
operate independently. The plan on the next page shows the trekking plan for all the crews
for the week.
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Appendix 2 – Crews
1

2

3

4

Hosmer-Trouts

Dos Segundas

The Conquistadors

Banana Slugs

Jacob Trout

Tomas Hopkins

Garrison Herries

Adam Sandstedt

Sammy HQ
Jacob T

Aaron M
Sam E

Nick W
Max S

Adam S
Danny J

Paul K
Dylan HQ

Jack M
Tomas H

Daniel B
Zeke S

Alex C
Jack KM

Garrison H

Per V

Dennis T

Chip S

John H

Hal J

Andy Q

Todd T
Bob M

Phil W

Mike C
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Appendix 3 – Gear
Backpack Gear List
Breaking in a pair of hiking boots should be a first priority!
Personal Gear on the trail:
Back Pack
Foam Pad
_ 4 Gallon Zip locks
_ Pack Rain Cover
_ 4 Quart zip locks
Sleeping Bag
_ Small Trowel & TP (we will have to cat hole)
Clothes:
hiking boots
Tennis shoes (back-up pair of camp shoes - Optional)
1 Pr. Long Pants (avoid 100% cotton, as they tend to absorb moisture)
_ 2 Pr. Hiking Shorts
Underwear (synthetic/wicking preferably)
_ 4 Pr. wool socks (wool or wool blend is moisture-reducing and doesn’t stink)
3 to 4 shirts (Calpalene, synthetic poly/wool - something wicking, avoid 100% cotton)
jacket or fleece
- Poncho or Rainshell
Hat
_ Small Toilet Kit (biodegradable soap/shampoo, toothbrush and paste, contact lens cleaner if needed)
_ Small towel (we will have access to a shower at least once before we fly back)
_ Clean up Kit (scrubby, small liquid soap)
_ Repair Kit (needle, thread, safety pins)
_ Water Bottles (at least 2 Nalgenes recommended)
_ First aid Kit (check for completeness) (moleskin)
_ Personal Meds (contact a SM if bringing any)
_ Collapsible nylon day pack or book pack for day hikes
_ unscented deodorant
_ Matches
_ Plate, bowl, cup
_ Compass
_ Topo/Trail Map
_ Knife, fork, spoon
_ Cord/twine
_ lnsect repellant
_ Pocket Knife
_ Sunscreen lotion
_ Pen and small pad/journal
_ Chapstick/Blistex
_ Flashlight and Batteries
_ Extra food as desired (remember – space will be limited to just your pack)
___

___

___

___

—
—
—

—

—

—

Optional:
_ Camera and Film
_ Watch
_ Book
_ Pair of Back up eye-glasses (if needed)
_ Deck of cards

_
_
_
_

Daily log book
Sunglasses—come in very handy
Binoculars
Travel money

Tent Partner gear on Trail:
Tent
Ground cloth
Hot Pot glove
_ Bear canister/bear bag & rope/cord
_ Toothpaste, toilet paper, bug repellent, soap, shampoo, and sunscreen (can be shared between tent partners)
—
—
—
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Do Not Bring:
* Electronics (we will be backpacking/camping 100% of the time)
Crew Gear on Trail:
_Cook Gear
Lightweight Backpack Stove
Big spoon (optional)
_ 2 water purifier pumps
1 collapsible bucket for settling creek water before filtration
_ 1 Log book and Pen
_ 1 bottle of water purification tablets (backup tablets in case pumps malfunction
_ 1/2 roll of duct tape
—
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Appendix 4 – Meal Plan
This SuperTrip, due to the nature of the travel and the limited amount of gear we can carry, will be
backpack style for food for virtually the entire trip. We decided on a similar menu to what we used
at Isle Royale (2012). This consisted of oatmeal and hard granola bars for breakfast, Clif bars and
GORP for lunches, and dehydrated meals for dinner. The oatmeal was a homemade recipe with
several variations to provide variety during our 10 day stay. A variety of Clif bars was ordered with
an emphasis on those flavors that have proven to be crowd favorites. The GORP was hand made with
peanuts, dried fruit and M&Ms, and was packaged into small zip-locks with 2 bags for each crew
member for the week. A variety of dehydrated meals were purchased including vegetarian meals for
Dylan and Dennis. Each meal feeds two guys. We encouraged the guys to bring their own jerky and
other supplemental foods as desired, but cautioned them that space would be limited due to
backcountry regulations requiring bear canisters or bags.
Clif bars varieties were: Chocolate Peanut Crunch (60), Chocolate Brownie (108), Chocolate Chip (162),
White Chocolate Macadamia Nut (108), and Oatmeal Raisin (68), 146 bars total. Dehydrated varieties
were: Teriyaki Chicken (13), Mac & Cheese (30), Spaghetti with Meat Sauce (26), Chicken & Rice (27),
Lasagna (27), Red Beans & Rice (3), and Vegetarian Pasta Primavera (3), 129 meals total.

Date

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Sun 7-13-2014
Mon 7-14-2014 thru
Thurs 7-17-2014
Fri 7-18-2014 thru
Sun 7-20-2014
Mon 7-21-2014

X - Travel Day

X - Travel Day

13 Dehyd + 1 Veg

27 Oatmeal & Granola
(1 per) x 4 days
27 Oatmeal & Granola
(1 per) x 3 days
27 Oatmeal & Granola
(1 per)
27 Oatmeal & Granola
(1 per)
27 Oatmeal & Granola
(1 per)
270 Granola Bars

54 Clif (2 per) +
GORP* x 4 days
54 Clif (2 per) +
GORP* x 3 days
54 Clif (2 per) +
GORP*
54 Clif (2 per) +
GORP*
Travel Day – Airport
Food
486 Clif

13 Dehyd + 1 Veg
x 4 days
14 Dehyd + 1 Veg
x 3 days
13 Dehyd + 1 Veg

Tues 7-22-2014
Wed 7-23-2014
Totals

Group Feed

120 Dehyd + 9 Veg

* GORP was packaged as two bags per crew member, to be rationed by each individual as he wished.
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Appendix 5 – SuperTrip Shirts
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Appendix 6 – Transportation
Ground transport to and from the Kansas City airport:
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Group air transportation to and from Kansas City to Crescent City, CA:
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Appendix 7 – Budget Estimate
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Appendix 8 – Redwood National Park News
Following our visit to the redwood forest, the rangers at Redwood National Park published
for following article about the service we provided:
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Like the clouds beneath the Klamath River overlook, our visit to the redwood forest of
northern California was, in a word, spectacular. Our trip was filled with sights and adventures
like none we’d experienced before.

Until next time…
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